
Deconstruction, Sophistic and Hermeneutics:

Derrida, Gorgias, Plato, and Gadamer
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My intention in this essay is to set into an intricate round dance

Gorgias and Plato, Jacques Derrida r.nd Hans-Georg Gad2mer, proper names
which might be translated into doxographic terms like sophistic and
deconstruction, dialectic ,md hermeneutic. In the criss-cross figures of
doctrinal assertion and critical reply, it will be difticult to distinguish
interpretation from invention, argument from language (style, rhetoric),
and even earl ier from later. \\Tbat is at stake in this choreography are the
relations among being, thought, and language.

L Gorgias

1 want to make it c~ear at tht!.'outset that I use the words .'sophistry ,"
"sophistic:' "sophist," in a descriptive, not projective sense, Obviously,
pure neu4:.rality is impossible for us who come in the wake of Plato's
relentless l:atchetjob on the sophists, despite attempts to recover a more
positive estimate of their achievement - attempts which being with Hegel
and Grote and continue to this day. A neutrality sought with deliberate
effort is very different from the response which follows on open minded
ignorance. The platonic disapproval of sophistry' infects even Jacques
Derrida. Arguing in the "Pharmacie ae Platon" that Plato d00s not simply
reject or oppose the sophists, but ste,ldily expropriates their arguments,
setting up a ceaseless exchange, imitation, interchange between platonic
"philosophy" and its most intimate and inimical neighbor, a relation of
simulacrum regulated by a systematic indecision.I Yet Derrida concludes

that it is necessary "bien entendre que cette lectUte de Platon n'estaaucun
moment anime par quelque slogan ou mot d' ordre du genre 'retmir-aux-
sophistes.''' (D, 823) This is a striking moment in Derrida'~ text, one that
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would surely attract his attention in any other writer. The author here
steps out of the line of his thought to address the reader directly and to
exercise his :ll1thority to pre-empt what it is permitted to say about hii>
text. Between his dicta on Plato, D~rrida writes this interdiction, this
attempt to control the reader's reading by exercising a power from a place
logically hOTs-texte.This intimate space of opposition is occupied by an "11
faudra (bien entendre)"-it must be thoroughly understood th3t...One is
reminded of Wittgenstein's remark, whenever anybody says, "You must
not do this," one thinks immediately, "Why not? what if I do?" What
is the necessity announced here? It cannot belong to a material, physical,
causal realm-one does not enforce for one's reader the necessity, say to
breath~. This "must" must belong to the moral realm, the real;n of human
freedom and vagary _ It asserts one has no right to say such a thing about
my text, that if one dares do so, one will be punished-by misvnderstandi'ig.

To avoid such a banishment, the reader will have to knuckle under. put
himself under Derrida's thumb, lest he be accused of having merely
thumbed through Derrida, of having hitchhiked or strayed in ani out
crossed the border here firmly drawn But alas, such interdictions come
always too late-they forbid whC1thas always already happened. Having
been sent off to read Freud on negation, we, can scarcely return empty-
handed. This negation in Derrida's text-so emphatic ("is TIOt at OTD'moment

moved by any slogan or password"), so, one would say, overdetermined-
attempts to erase or efface the trace of the very thought denied
within Derrida himself. For he could scarcely deny a thought which had
never oc:ured to him at all. As "uther Derrida wishes to deny to his reader
the very thought that as reader he himse!f thought. This splitting and
projection of part of oneself onto an indt'terminate addressee repeats, :)f
course, precisely that process Derrida outlines by which platonic philosophy
defines itself against its "other," sophistry. For readers who have imbibed
the pharmaceutical spirit (or should it be letter - what he actually does in
his writing) of Derrida, there will be no hesitation to follow the scape-
goat, the pharmakos. thus banished by the letter (or should it be by the
spirit-the author's attempt to lay a ghostly hand on his reader's shoulder)

into the wilderness of misinterpretation. Let us then ignore this "no
trespassing" sign, breach this border, and boldly "return to the sophists."

To be sure, it is a nearly teatureless plain. Or we might better say,
an Atlantis, pressed down beneath the sea of platonic and post-platonic
thought, with only a few islands poking above the surface and uncertainly
connected below. Among these islands, I have chosen to concentrate on the
archipelago called Gorgias, of whom a few scattered remarks survive along
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with three substantial masses: an outline of the argument of On NIlt-Being
or (In Nature, preserved by Sextus Empiricus and in another version by
Aristotle or pseudo-Aristotle; the Encomium rif Helen; and the Apologiafor
Palamades.2

According to Sextus' summary, the treatise On Not Being or On Nature
undertakes to prove three theses: "first, that nothing exists; sacondly, that
even if anything exists it is inapprehensible by man; thirdly, that even if
anything is apprehensible, yet of a surety it is inexpressible and incommu-
nicable to one's neighbour," I will not rehearse Gorgias' arguments, but
only note that we must certainly see what he says against the ba"kgrc:mnd
of Eleatic philosophy. Fragment II of Permenides asserts:

Come then, I shall tell you, and do you pay attention to the account
when you have heard it, which are the only ways of inquiry that can
be conceived; the one (says) : "exi5ts" and "it is not possible not to
exist;' it is the way of persuasion (for persuasion follows upon
truth); the other (says): "exists-not" and "not to exist in
necessary," this I point (Jut to you is a path wholly unknowable. For
you could not know that which does not exist (because it is impossi-
ble) nor could you expre8S it.3

Gcrgias uses Parmenides' own rigorous dialectic tools, particularly the law
of the excluded midrUe, to subvert Parmenides doctrine, but not simply to
invert it. Instructive is the difficulty scholars have had formulating this
relation to Parmenides (as; to Gorgias' other predecessors) and their come-
quent difficulty in describmg the tone of Gorgias' work It has been called
parody, farce, rhetorical display, a "toy" (paignicn), a serious critique of
dogmatic absolutism on behalf of common sense, even a "monument to the
anarchy of thought between ParamQnides and Plato." (D, 164) A Clue to
this puzzJe is the fragment (DK 82B12) preserved by Aristotle (Rhet. III.
18.7.1419b.3): "Gorgias spoke rightly when he said one ought to lead the
serious in one's Gpponent to its ruin in jest. and his jes.t to its ruin serious-
ness." Jest and earnest here are not mzrely opposed, but as with the
jiu-jitw wrestl~r, the o1>ponent ismade to trip hi!'1self up by having his
own weight and force turned against him. Gorgias does not simply oppose
another dogma to Parmenides': his treatise neither asserts nor presupposes
any univoca1 dog€lmatic standpoint. Rather he works like a parasite inside

Parmenides. leading him along his own path to ruin by drawing his logical
demonstrations into "neutralyzing antinomies" (D, 143) which cancel each
other. He thus shows that "the ambivalence of log0S" (D, 150) simultane-

ously undermines everything it establishes, leaving it undecidable by any
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rigorous or unequivocal proof. The opening ontological section of his
treatise concludes, "thus, if nothing is, I declare that the proofs deceive,"4
This appears to mean that rigorous demonstration does not ach:eve This
appears to mean unshakable certainty, but masters irreducible and unsyn'
thesizable ambiguity by blinding us to the antithesis which reasoning itself
generates in the very process of proof. There recults a dizzying and cease-
less interchange between what logos at once institutes and ruins, a

perpetual displacement whose movement carries us beyond tears and
laughters, earnest and jest, into an exhilarating and energizing disillusion-
ment whose contemporary name is "deconstruction."

Having shown the ambivalence of any logos directed to\yard what
exists merely as such, Gorgias proceeds to argue that no possibility of
knowing or speaking escapes this ambivalence: even if something exists,
it is unknowable; and even if knowable, it is incommunicable. The demon-
stration of both theses centers on the principle of heterogeneity-on the
one hand, between thcught and its contents, and on the other, between
thought and language. We can see that Gorgias thus achieves a general
critique of representation, or a~ Jacqueline de Romilly says 'shows that
existence is irreducible to thought or speech.5 Drawing on the stock poetic
examples of Scylla and Chimaera, Gorgias argues that since we can think
what does not exist, thought has no criterion within itself to distinguish
existent from non-existent thought contents. What is true of poetry
applies equally to philosophical specua1tion and to sense perception. We
may know what w,? think, but thinking does not make it so. Nor can
experience intervene from outside, thought to make good a thought-
content's c1aim to exist. For, in order to "correct" or "existentialize" a
thought, an experience would have to pass over into the heterogeneous
domain of thought, and in doing so, it would lose precisely that autonomy
which had promised to provide the criterion of existence. In contemporary
terms, we can recognize here the argument that there are no "brute"
facts against which to check our representations - which does not mean,
as is sometimes said, that nothin~ exists or "there are no facts," but only
that between what exists and what is thought and said there is a diffe-
rence, a gap unbridgeable by mere thinking or mere existing.

Similarly, speech and thought are irreducibly heterogeneous. In

speaking, we do not reveal to each other "things" (ta onta), whether

sensations or any other experience (pragma); but rather, we reveal only
speech (logon). And once aga~n, if the meaning of speech were determined
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by what it named (whether a sense object, a thought-content, or "experi-

nce" in general ). then it is not speech which would make present what it
names, but rather what is external to speach, named in it, which would
betray what the speech meant. And Gorgias goes further. If speech is not
itself a thing among other things, if it effaces itself, is the transparent

medium through which I make present to my neighbor the things I

experience, then there is an unbridgeable gap between things and speech.

Once things have given up their thingness in order to be conveyed by

speech, there will be no way for them to recover that thingne8s. But on

the other hand, if speech itself is a thing, if it asserts itself as a presence,

then it can assert only its own presence, not the presence of something
else, just as we do not learn from our ears what we see or from our eyes
what we hear.

That this difference is dijfer(}ncebecome dear from Gorgias' final argu-

ments The gap betweeu my represantation and my neighbor's recaipt of

that representation is at once spatial and temporal. If what is represented

appears to me now and to my neighbor later, then what is represented

differs. But if it appears simultaneously, then it appears in two places, and

hence differs. Rut if speaker and hearer are in every respect alike, then

they are one, not two, and I have not communicated. And the same is

true of the separate subject. He is dispersed among the experience of

difference perceptions at the same time, disseminated across the bodily

organs of sensation-for elample, seeing, hearing, and so on; and among

perceptions he experiences differently in the present from in the past.

But this theme, this temporal differen:e, to which he gave the name
kairo..;, permeates Gorgias' entire thought. KairoJ' is a strange concept, a

concept which undermines the concept or logos, undermines the concept of
concept. A recognition of the contradictory multiplicity of the world
obliges us to see that man does not have at his disposal a logos through
which he can dominate the world, imposing on it unity and harmony, but
rather the world is dispersed. di~cminated into moments and circumstan.
ces, kairoi,whose very dispersal blocks any resolution or synthesis. And
indeed human being itself is dispersf~d in its corporeality and temporality.
Once liberated from the fixity of one sided dogmatism, logos is recovered
as a mobile power within varying circumstances.

Lest such an observation call up the ancient fear that the rhetorician
is an unprincipled casuist, I would wish to remind us that when we
experience the contradictory clash of rights, a decision cannot be merely
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dcduc;ed from principle, but we mllst seek "the right moment" (to deon en
toi deonti, DK82B6.18, and see U, 177). What Gorgias wishes us to
surrender is the rigidity which supposes there will be nothing problematic
in the interpretation and application of the law or in the relation of any
speculative ~stQm to the "veriegateds plendor" (U, 190) of life. Neither the
variety of occasion nor the means of responding to them can be anticipated
by formal principles or rules, Gorgias thinks, but rather they must be met
by a power of improvisation, which it was claimed he was the first to teach.
(DK 82Ala) Undoubtedly, the unmooring or dissolving of any dogmatis;n

is experienced subjectively as the threat of ch<tos, but if we measure the
distance between the most rigid demands of justice (dike), and an equity
(epieikes) responsive to circumstances, we may see a general model of the

disseminating effects or temporality, of ddJera:ce, within any system
instituted to efface precisely those effects.

F rom the view of Gorgias sketched thus far, it may be possible to
understand one of his most suggestive and cryptic fragments. Tragedy, he
S:lYS, "with it!! myths and its emntions has created a deception (apate),
such that its successful practitioner is nearer to reality than the unsuccess-
ful, and the man who let!! himself be deceived is wiser than he who does

not. p'or the successful deceiver cootorms more justly to reality because,
having promised this result, he has brou5ht it to fulfilment; whoever has
allowed himself to be deceived is wiser, for anyone not lacking in s€'nsibi-
lity allows himself to be overcome by the pleasure of the words." (U, 113-
14, 189) Once again, the tone of this remark is elusive: does Gorgias mean
to dismiss poetry with this witty paradox? I agree with Untersteiner
that he does not. Gorgias understands the unquenchable human need to
resolve or reduce the uncontrollable variety of existence, even at the
price of a one-sided self-decept:on. It is tragedy which seizes both this

human need and the irremediable contradictoriness of reality on which it
founders. This is not, to be sure, a generic distinction. As an orator, Gorgias
sought in prose the same power of "irrational judgment of kairos" (U, 199)
without surrendering the tensions of thought and e],.istence to a utilitarian
expediency. Commenting on Gorgias prose, particularly his use of rhetori.
cal figures rooted in religious formula and incantation, tJntersteiner
remarks, "The sacred and magi:: character of style is interwoven with the
rigidity of logic in such a way that th€ tragic consequences of the latter
are nu11ified by the persuasive and deceptive force of particular formal
expressions" (U 2011 Weare certainly not speaking here of the mere
appeal to audience passion of which Gorgias has been accused. The hearer
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who yields to this deception is not a passive victim, but reaps a particular
"pleasure." Again I quote Vntersteiner : "The joy which art can arouse
owes it existence to the satisfaction afforded by the overwhelming
realization of the irrationality of the universe and or its variegated
splendour full of charm; to a serene awareness of the tragic nature of the
irrational in its irreducible antitheses; to the wise capability of the
intelligence which can adapt particular creations to the variety of
'occassiom.'" (V, 190)

These remarks lead to a final and more important question which I
make no claim to solve here. If the strict parallel betw~en the thought of
Gorgias and the deconstruction of Jacques Derrida I have implied here is
just - and I believe it is-then we may ask: what is the historical signifi-
cance of the emergence at a specific time of this particular variety of
"edifying philosophy" (to use Richard Rotry's term) ? Eric VoegeIin has
this to say: "The abstnct of the essay On Being is a priceless document
because it has preserved c'e of i:he earliest, if not the very first, instance
of the perennial type of enlightened philosophizing. The thinker operates
on symbols that have been developed by mystic-philosophers for the
expression of experience~ of transcendence. He proceeds by ignoring the
experiential basis, separates the symbols from this basis as if they had a
meaning independent of the experience which they express, and with
brilliant logic shows, what every philosopher Imows, that they will le;:d
to ccntradkticns if they are misunderstood as propositi ens abcut , objects
in world-immanent experience."6 Voegelin seems to concur with Plato's
estimate that only political catastrophe can follow such Henlightenement:'
Against this, we may set Vntersteiner's sympathetic portrait of Gorgias
as a mind which has intuited a great truth, the insight into existence
forged by tragedy, and w1.o "has translated [this truth] into philosophical
terms without forgetting its literary origin" (V. 202) It is. not my
intention in raising this question to propose some facile historical analogy
by whose meam we might anticipate a balance sheet of good and bad

consequences for deconstruction Rather, I believe the most fruitful

reflection on deconstrurtion will be one which reanimates its inherence in

the temporality of the tradition it interrogates and carries forword.

2. Gorgias and Plato

Gorgias appears in person in Plato only !n the dialogue which bears his
name. E. R. Dodds argues that Plato regarded him neither as a philosopher,
nor even as a sophist, for unlike the latter, he did not claim to teach
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virtue. He "was simply deinos legein (Symp. 198c)," a skilled speaker, and
in response to Socrates' characteristic and energetically pursued inquiry
about what exactly he is, Gorgias replies that he is a "rhetorician"
(rhetora, Gorgias 449a). In general, Dodds remarks, Plato treats him "with

the consideration due to an elderly and respected literary figure whose

personal probity was unquestioned."7 What is particularly striking is that

Gorgias rapidly falls silent in the dialogue, as though the rhetar has lost

chief characteristic in the confrontation with philosophy. For Gorgias

claimed he was "never at a loss for words" (DK 82B17). But of course the
subject has chan~~d from the nature of rhetoric to the role of virtue in

political life. Since Gorgias did not claim to teach virtue, he can 8carcely

have much to say about this. He seem in fact more interested to hear what

Socrates has to say and keeps trying to quiet his own followers, who want

to quibble or show off their powers of speech Gorgias genial, shame-faced,
and polite vacillations give way to the cynical e\ter;nism of Callicles, as

the master rhetorician lo~es control of the situation and of his own pupil.

Having read the dialogue, Gcrgias is said tc have remarked. "How well

Plato knows how to satirize 1" (DK 82A15a) His reduction to silence is

avenged by Jacques Derrida.

In fact, it seerrs to me the figure of Gorgias satnratestbe P1atonic
text, or at least he may stand as the representative sophist. against wbom

the philosopher constantly fences. Whether. Plato is exploring the difficult

relation of being to saying in the Theaetetus and Sophist; probing the possible

connections between forms and things in the. Parr11enid~s;or looking on
disapprovingly at sophistic abmes of language in the Eutli)'demus- Gorgias

or his diftusion into "gorgianism" or just sophistry is always nearby. The
fullest, yet most tacit reply, not simply to what Gorgias may have said but
to what Gorgias is, can be found in the Phaedrus.That dialogue is centered
on the topic of logos, a term which takes in not only the arts of discourse,
but the mental powers which deploy them on the road to insight, carried
along that road by the motive power ot erotic attraction toward a goal
that escapes formulation.

The sophist, of course, would not put it this way. The aim of discourse
is persuasion, power over others, for their own good, if possible, for tbe
speaker's good without question Plato shrewdly discerns the issues in that
conception. First of all is the inevitable dialecti;:: of masks and domination
that it entails. The Phaedrus begins with the reading of a speech by the
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great orator Lysis, a sophistic display or set piece in which a lover pretends
to be a non-lover in order to persuade the boy he loves to yield (the trick
is not just to claim that the 110n-10ver is a better lover to yield to, but to
give the lover who speaks a [feigned] identity which distingu:shes among
the boy's pursuers). Or more accurately, Lysis pretends to be a lover
pretending to be a non-lover in order to show his skill and seduce boys like
Phaedrus to study with him. Or even more accurately, Phaedrus pretends to
be Lysis pretending. (in order tCl- what? Seduce himself? Seduc<>Socrates?)
The boy - or perhaps the god love - has power over the lover, who aeploys the
Power of language to master the situation, in the process submitting himself
to the power of rhetoric. that is, to Lysis, who strangely enough must submit
to the monetary power his students have over him by con:octing this sort
of display piece. Meanwhile, no boy could be so foc1ish as not to see the
point and Socrates with equal ease penetrates the rhetorical pretenses and
pritentiousness of the speech. Only Phaedrus seems thoroughly taken and
taken in, his mind awhirl with talk of love.

Even before- the issue arises explicitly, writing and speaking are also
at stake The complex style, interwoven and exaggerated, which Gorgias
taught Athens, undecidably combinrs the deliberatenefs of written cempo'
sition with the improvisatory skill of the occtisional spea1r.er. Phaedrus has
brought the written speech, the s:rol1 sticking out of his tunic, as Socrates,
on the watch for things sticking out of tunics, notices. But he has come to
practice it, to m<>morize it. so that he can pretend to speak it spontane-
ously, under his own inspiration, and perhaps equally to turn it into a
model for speaking this way whenever a similar occasion offers (for it
would be incredi.ble luck tor exactly tltlJ situation to occur; but what
occ:lsion would be "similar" and how would ODe recognize it is such ?).
When Socrates replies with an even better speech 00 the same premisses,
Phaedrus learns the power of a speaker who knows what he is talking
about. Socrates th<>n leads him to a speech about love and madness whose
frank design is to draw him into a life in pursuit of wisdom. This second
and "sincere" Socratic speech with its strange interplay of mythos and
logos, insight and imagery, turns Phredrus so completely round that.he sud-
denly scorns Lysias and recalls how politicians criticize him as a mere speech-
writer. Socrates ihlmediately points to the hypocrisy of those who thus
condemn speechwriting, but love to have their names on laws, and he and
Phaedrus take up the hrge question what makes speaking and writing
good or bad.

After a discussion of speaking, Socrates turns to writing. But the
distinction beb{een bad and good writing becomes a distinction between
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writing and a metaphor for writing, a writing "in the soul," that is,
Socratic conversation: in fact, writing as such is again condemned without
qualification. And thus Plato joins, perhaps, even inaugurates, that
mistrustful subordination of writing to speaking, of language to logic,
which is the cornerstone, for Derrida, of the "metaphysical tradition."
The particular picklocks Derrida uses to break open this vault are widely
recognized, if not yet much reflected on. 1 want to attend to one or two
in order to link him to Gorgias.

From the outset, one senses in Derrida's essay a certain sympathy for
Theuth, the hard-working Egyptian god who, in Socrates' myth, brings
his many inventions. including writing, to Thamus the king for inspection
and approval, before they are transmitted to men. Thamus, however, takes
an independent view, and condemns writing as conferring only the appea-
rance of memory, learning, and wisdom. Theuth is permitted no reply,
Derrida turns to the scholars on Egyptian religion to tell us much more
about Theuth : he is the moon, the judge, the guardian of law,
guarantor of truth, inventor of writing, of number and measure,
of games, patron of archives and libraries, the savior and healer of Seth's
severed eye, the god of medicine and equally of magic, the creative word
through whom the world was made. Derrida's points is that once Plato lets
this indeterminately variable figure into his text, he will be unable to
control and limit its affiliations, not simply because they override his
conscious meaning, but because they tie together in a rigorous and
necessary system the reserve fror;) which he draws the distinctions he needs
to articulate that very me~aning. But Gorgias' "Apology for Palamedes"
defends an inventive trickster precisely pzrallel to Theuth against Odys-
seu:;' accusation that he has betrayed the Greeks to the Trojans. Gorgias'
Palamedes mentions bis invention of letters, written laws, number,

measure~ and weights, military aids (reportedly, tactics an art parallel to
the "putting together" of letters into syllables and of numbers into measu-
rements), powerful beacons, swift messengers (rapid communications) and
the game of checkers. Ernst Wst adds that the invention of letters was
inspired by observation of the flight of cranes,' and that Palamedes also
invented dice, as well as a knowledge of the stars sufficient to set the
hours for changing guards. He scorned healing arts already known. but
gladly found new ones; some accounted him a magician.s It has been argued
both that Socrates drew from Gorgias the doctrine tbat "no one does wrong
wlllingly" and that his AP!Jlog,v systematically echoes the P~nades in order
to refute its ethical and rhetorical doctrines.9
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Gorgias' interest in this mythic polymath is no m::lre accidental than
Derrida's interest in Theuth-or Socrates', for that matter. Emerging to
prminence in the Fifth Century, myths of the "great discoverer5" and of
the progress of human reason were enthusiastically adopted by sophists.
What is key in a figure like Palamedes or Theuth is measure, that is,
putting things together in a Way that can be examined by thought (logos).
We have a sort of "analysis and synthesis" whose counterpart in Plato is
dialectic. Socrates' scepticism about these myths is indicated not only by
the displacement £tom Greece to Egypt, nndercutting Greek claims to
originality, but also by the introduction of an examination and judgment of
inventions. Palamades mentions his inventions, but does not submit them to
judgment as part of his defense. Socrates checks Theuth's enthusiastic p:uti-
ganship by permitting him no reply to Thamus' condemnation of writing.
Derrida' stutegy, how~ver, is te:::hnical1y sophistic. Quintilian (3.1.10; DK
80B6) attributed to Protogoras and Gorgias the discovery of "general argum-
ents," loci communes, the "commonplaces' or "topoi" on which the speaker
could draw to alter the proportions things have in them inds of the audience.
Likewise, Derrida draws on the realm of opinion, doxa, recorded in myth
and crganized by that encyclopedic literacy the sophists' inaugurated, to
extend tbe figure of Tbeuth, to enable him to overflow his "place" in the
Socratic discourse even while be has been forced into silence.

But not cnly the figure of Theuth and the ssrategy of Toposfmch ng is
common to Gorgias and Derrida' Gorgias style bas been a subject of
rer-roach since antiquity. John. D. Denniston asserted that he took
"certain qualities inherent in Greek expression, balance and antithesis,
and e:x:aggerate[d] them to the point of absl1rdity.".Q To make the balance
mere obvious, Gorgias keeps his causes short, equal in number of syllables,
and well marked by rhyme and by like case endings. He repeats words,
balances the semantic level with synonyms and antGnyms, and closely
Juxtaposes words of similar derivatian (paranomasia: monos monoi). While
no modern uninflected language can exactly parallel Greek, it is easy to
recognize here the resemblance to Derrida. His favourite stylistic devises
heap up parallel clauses and words, u:mal;y varying slightiy their structure

.
"sound, and sense: "the transgressioon of the law...a law of transgresslOn ,

"repetition" (doubl:~: nice, since itself a repetition); "the space of silence
and the dlence of space"; "the truth of the word and the truth which
opens itself to the word"; the series "pharmakos/pharmakon/pharmakeus.:
These strings include figures of thought as well as sound: "Thought in
this original reversibility, the Pharmakon is the sfl.meprecisely because it
has no identity. And the same (is) in supplement. Or in difference. In
writing." Typically, this series leads us step by step over a considerable
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territory. It is a style of antimetabole, paranomasia, repetition, tautology,
oxymoron, the joint assertion of mutually exclusive phrases, and of "emboi-
tement," the nesting effect of the mi.' en abime.

Speaking of Gorgias, Denniston sums up, "Starting with the initial

advantage of having nothing in particular to say, he was able to concent-

rate all his energies upon saying it." It may be doubted whether one could

thus artfully deploy words without having an,thing to say, and perhaps such

an art may itself have something not unimportant to say. But in any case

from Denniston's condemnation we can elicit the possitive insight, to return

to Jacqueline de Romilly's for;nulation, that existence is irreducible to
thought or speech. The opposition of having something to say and having

a way to say it belongs to the separation and sub<)rdination of speech to

thought, of the rhetorician to the philosopher. But the very question

whether having a style disqualifies Gorgias (or Derrida) as a "serious"

philosopher is il1-formed, not a neutral inquiry, but a polemical strategy,

Gorgias remarkd that one should destroy one's opponent's jest with serious-

ness and his seriousness with jest: what is presumed is a situation of opposi-

tion and the labor of undermining the opponent. With whome? With what

audience of judges? With what purpose or victory in mind? Gorgias calls bis

"Encomium of Helen" a paignion, a play-thing. and scholars have not hesita-

ted to use the word against him. Are we to see Gorgias merely.as the buffon

of sophistry, the court jester of the pre-Platonic pLilomphic scene? Perhaps

this is precisely his role - that of the trickster, the shape changer, the

master ot appearance, who is needei to introduce a certain mobility into a
world of wooden mental counters and hostile exchanges. One discovers
with Gorgias not exactly "philosophy" in the sense of a dogma one can
master and stick to, emerging from it as from a well-constructed i'ortress to
engage the enemy before the walls, but just this mobility or mind which is

the experience of thinking, of seeing what can be said on any occasion. in

, response to any question, briefly or at length.

It is precisely the liberation of language from being and thought that
opens space for the play of gorgianic style, for the elaboration oE autono-
mous utterance through tropes and figures. That these bring oratory closer
to poetry is entirely appropriate: both, according to Gorgias. rely on opate,
the power of language to deceive, to create a world of appearance which
rises out of the soil of d,)xa, of all that "is said." Such a language excluded
the careful distinction of "senses" of terms, each held firmly in place by.
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reality so 3S to avoia intercClntamination and absent-minded verbal associa-

tions and puns. Language is a "a powerful lord," an autonomous power
that works "by ml?ans of the finest and most invisible body" (DK 82bll.8)
to produce its effects like witchcraft on the hearer's soul. What Gorgias
feels is his own situation in the human universe of discourse, the ground

covered with prior utterance, a world where speeches are bandied back
and forth and opinion veers now this way, now that, in a swift and end-
less whirl.

But again, it wcmld be quite mistaken to set up a sharp opposition of
style to thought here, chiefly because that oppsition has presumed a certain
definition of thought. Both Cicero and Quintilian (DK82A25) observe that

Gorgias exploited commonplaces in order to amplify or deflate a subject, to
praise or to blame The Gorgianic art is epideictic, that is, it does not
answer the Socratic question. ti esti, what is it? But the treatise on not
being suggests that this is in its nature an unanswerable question, one that
speech qua speech is not co~cerned with. In Plato's dialogue bearing his
name, the master sophist Protagoras with stubborn belligrance refuses
the binary oppositions Socrates profers him, well disguised traps as they
are. Gorgias' technique may be more successful: he revels in binaries, but
reduces both alternatives to absurdity or impossibility. He offers no syntee-
sizing resolutions of distinctions, but leaws the dilemma undecidable
("indecidible"), indescribable ("indiciHe"). Gorgias' thinking does not obey

a law external to itself, but it does obey a law: the "Helen" ends with
rhe boast, "I have observed the procedure (nomos) which I set up at the
beginning of tbe speech..

., (DK 82B 11.2J) Ernst I ux points ou: that both

the "Helen" and the "Palamades" do not in fact rely on elaborate rhetoric;
but on a clear procedure of argumentation.ll In eaeh case a thesis is propo-
sed for defense (Helen is innocent; Palamades is innocent), and then the

.
opposite is considered and shown to lead logically to impossibility. The
original thesis is then affirmed. The pro~edure rests on ~eneI3l logical
grounds and on loci communes'that is, the appeal is to logical reasoning and
to thinking through the logical possibilities of accusation in general. not
to any empir1cal facts (in the "Helen". but for the repetition of her name.
we would lose sight of her altogether, for nothing at all particular to her

or her situation is mentioned; only the most general grounds of argument,
applicable to any snch case, are brought forward). Any merely emotional

appeal is explicitly rejected in the "Palamades." Gorgias does not merely

stand for style in oPP03ition to thought, but to a fully developed way of

elaborating discourse (logos) completely different from "dialectic."
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I certainly need make no special point of what seems to me the close
resemblance to Oerrida. Throughout the analysis of the Phaedrus , Derrida
relentlessly pursues unity, system, necessity, rigor, coherence, structure,
law, and binary oppositions. His is not a welter of emotional appeals and
stystistic flourishes, but a numbingly simplified logic, one aimed like a
sword at the "conditions of possibility" of Plato's ideas and especially his
distinctions. The reading would lose its exemplary force on any other basis
and become merely one more empirical, ad hot interpretation of a single
Platonic text. To be sure, tbe point is to locate the "undecidable" term
out of whose reserve are drawn both sides of a hierarcbized distinction.
But the demonstration would be merely local unless the process shown
followed an inescapably general logic. What I want to assert, then, is the
possibihty of characterizing Derrida's treatment of the Phaed,us as

"Gorgian." It uses sophistic resources, brought forward out of Plato's own
text, to set back into play tbe world of words Plato is seen as absorbing
only in order to silence it the more effectively. Thtough Derrida, Gorgias
leapfrogs Plato.

Plato

In using the dance to figure the relationship I want to establish
between Gorgias, Gadamer, Plato, and Oerrida, 1 mean to avoid any simple
oppositions or alliances Derrida is not Gorgias' representative, nor does the
possibility of reading Derrida as carrying out a "Gcrgian" reading of
Plato suggest a possibility of "correction." Still less would I want to
equate Gadamer with Plato or set his interpretation of Plato over against
Oerrida's as merely correct. It is true that both Derrida and Gadamcr seem
to find in Plato's richly variegated writings at least the issues, if not the
answers, central to their own philosophical reflection. This is sometimes
claimed to be the situation of every interpreter: as Emerson said, we
bring home from the Indies of our reading only the riches we carried with
us on the voyage out. In a limitt'd sense, the claim is doubtless tru~; but in
a forceful sense, it is not. and the fact that it is not is just the strength
and the weakness of workaday philology. We who are philologists can but
rarely claim to "have" a philosopby - we have a few more or less entren-

ched opinions, most of them borrowed from this thinker or that, the whole
a shifting mass or heap underpinned by no very coherent or consistent
bed rock of views about things. Such incoherence helps us avoid many local
blunders-we do not see far enough into consequences and connections to
sense that a particular passage contradicts a cherished prejudice (or iIlustr-
tes it), and so we feel neither the temptation nor the need to misread it
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in a sense more congenial to ourselves. The risk, however, is that we will
fail to rise above the local. or obove what I will dare to call the merely
textual, in order to give our mind to what our author is saying. To under-
stand what our author is saying-~o'us requires that we actually think
it. And here the advantage lies with those who can think and
think well. Those of us who cannot think quite so well must
inevitably turn to those who can inorder to learn what we must
understand is being said to us. We are left in a paradoxical. ir:deed an
irritating possition. Powerful thinkers who interpret other powerful
thinker often seem to philologically irresponsible. They commit
misreadings and blunders that would embarras a beginner. Their own

thinking is no smooth steel glass in which the author they read is flawlessly
mirrored, and we must ceaselessly measure one author ;]gainst the other, so
that we are never confident which we are using to interpret which. Yet
these thoughtful interpreters manage to establish an idea, a way of look.
ing at the thing the author interpreted is saying, a way which somehow
endures as our best, indeed our only path to that author.

This peculiar situation is the Gadamer has followed relentJessly into
the heart of understanding. I can illustrate it with his essay, "Hegel and
the Dialectic of the Ancient Philosophers." Hegel believes that in the
Paramenides of Plato, the sharpening of contradictions through dialectic is

not a mere propaedeutic exercise, Lut has a positive content: Plato wants
us to see that · 'the identical must be recognized in one and the same
respect as different." 12Gadamer comments:

As has long been enstablished, Hegel a rrives at this view through a
total misunderstanding of passage 2595 in the Sopltist. His transation
reads, "what is difficult to grasp yet true is that what is another is

the same, and specificallyir. one and the some legord, in reference to the
same aspect" (XIV 233) What is actually said is that what is diffi-

cult to grasp yet true is that when someone says, the sam~ is in some
way different, one must inquire in uhidl sense and in which respect

it is different. Taking the same as different in a vague sense with-
out specification of the respect and producing contradictions in this
way is, contrary to Hegel's interpretation. expressly characterized
as purposeless and as a concern of beginners only.

"There can be no doubt," Gadamer adds, that Hegel's interpretation is
"unjustified." Gadamer then proceeds to show "what positive view in th:s
mater Hegel has which makes hi 111convert the meaning of a not particu-
larly obscure passage into its opposite." The details of this demonstration
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are not our subj~ct here. But it leads to the conclusion that "even if he it'!
mistaken about specifics" Hegel has "understood Plato's position as a
whole correctly." (HD, 24) The core of this "correct understaning" is
Hegel's grasp of "that which he sees everywhere where philophy exists-
speculation." (HD, 30) For Gadamer, what sustains this fundamental and
orienting insight which Hegel achieves is Hegel's p()wer, only partly
conscious, "to conjure up the speculative content hidden in the logical
instinct of language." (RD. 31) Precisely from the irreducible ambivalence
of Hegel's encounter with Greek thinking, Gadamer achieves a further
insight into their common sustance : in his words, "the dialectic develop-
ment of thought and lestning to the speculative spirit in one's own
language are in the final analysis of the same nature." This insight goes
beyond Hegel's understanding of himself, but the fact that reflection on
him makes it possible argues for the conclusion Gadamer reaches in Truth
and Method in a closely related discussion: "Hence whoever wants to learn

from tne Greeks has always first to learn from Hegel."I3 It is thus not a
qucstion simply of correcting Hegel i.n the light of our own autonomous
and more accurate understanding of Plato. Rather, our most compelling
insights into Plato arise when we accept it as our task and our opportunity
to interpret him, that is, to think what he S'lYSto us, within a historical
situation of which Hegel is a dli'cisive moment. The approach to Plato
through Hegel has the same advantage Gadamer elsewhere finds in the
fragmentary glimpses of Plato we get through Ariswtle's critique: preci-
sely because they occur within the ful1y articulated thought of another
majnr thinker, we know what to make ot the;n.

From this vantage point, what is striking about Derrida's discussion
of the Phaedrus is not simply the originality of insight librated by his
attention to the theme of writing, but the extent to which his interpreta-
tation remain within the tradition of a neo platonic reading ot Plato.
Derrida does not question tbat Plato yearns for essence, trut, presence, a
single hierarchy of rigorously distinct concepts which m8ke and "master"
all oppositions, a changeless "s3.me' withdrawn from the confusions of
ordinary life. He occasionally recognizes that the oppositions he is decon-
structing constitute "platonism,"considere:l here as the dominant structure

of the hi3tory of metaphysics." (D, 172) As he traces the rigorous law or
system which simultaneously weaves and unravels Plato's text, Derrida
repeatedly raises the issue of "the author's intention," and the repetiti"on
indicaies a certain embarrassment. He rejects setting up any authorial
intention over against tbe text's actual system of signification and with it
rejects establishing the text over against the linguistic or cultural system
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which constitutes the conditions of possibility of its ::-igniflcation. What

Seems obvious, however, is that "Plato's intention," if invoked against
Derrida's interpretation, in fact simply abbreviates a rival and traditional
interpretation of the text One m~y reject that interpretation, but in the
name Ot what? Derrida is forced back on a concept of "necessity": the
"Plato" posited by "platonism" is "constrained" to abknowledge the
specific incoherence that overtakes his desiroe for rigorous knowledge, an
incoherence which is not external to that desire, but arises within and
through the language that brings it into being. Derrida gives us a fresh
opposition of thought and language, as "vouloir-dire" and "ecriture," as
the attempt to "dominate" or "master" language and languages resource-
ful escape along paths opened by logic's "necessary" self-subversion.
Derrida's interpretation forces apart a rigorolls system" of the text from
a "Plato" (of "platonism") who does not and cannot' 'intend" that system,
but is caught in it by "necessity." Such a conc.?ption leaves the status of
the interpretive reading problematic. By refusing to speak for Plato,
Derrida becomes unable to speak for himself. The "Pharmacie" opens with
the assertion that the reading of Plato's writing and the writing of that
reading all submit to the 10Jic of supplemcntlrity. But it closes with a
hallucination of Plato in a drugstore, engaged in futile efforts to analyze
and distinguish, mistaking the echoes of his mon010gue for dialogue, labor-
ing through the night, disturbed by knocks on the door from outside, which
ther'1selves echo Macbeth. This caricature solidifies the neo-platonic reading
of "Plato" into specul2r image which arrests the open interplay of retld-
ings that forms the interpretative tradition, and by doing so, it conceals
the entire problematic of "establishing the text."

Gadamer focllses his discussion of the I'IIlH:drussomewhat differently.14
rn all writing, he notes, the question arises whether "there is not in the
in the use of words always alrz.ldy something like a drive toward fintion."
This question arises equally sharply at the level of meaning, for "how is
the unity and self-identity of something meant and communicated built up
into Its self-identity in the temporal flow of happening?" Aristotle already
stresses that the "universal" <tri,es not from the logic of argument or the
coherence or a syJ1ogism, but rather out of mneme, memory. frimary is
memory's power to hold perceptions until they form a unity and raise

themselves into the firmer durability of the univer~al, built up on loros.

We are here mver far from languJge and its life of meaning. But C;adamer
insists we must widen this Aristotelian analogy between work and
concept. He adduces the Phrase, both in its negative rhetorical sense of
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"mere phraseology" and in its positive musical sense. The unity which
breating and intonation give the phrase points to the "connection between
repetition, which is never quite the same, and the constituting of one alld
the same." In verbal formulas-magic spells, prayers, blessings, curses-the
familiarity and even meaninglessness of the syllables actually constitute
the power of the saying: The connection of literature with ritual and the
fixation of texts through memory or writing which makes possible their
recitation and repetition all stand under this image of a logos "written"
in the soul by memory (Philebus, 39b).

From this perspective, there is no sharp difference between the oral
and the written, and writing seems at most a technical registration of an
already existing characteristic of language. It is the Phaedruswhich brings
sharply for word a difference between the spoken and the written. If the
orator must keep an expert eye on th~ audien::e he sees in front of himself,
then there can be no merely natural transition from the oral to the
written, which figures its audience as absent. We are left to determine
the legitimate uses of writing, somethi.ng Thamus himself does not
explicity do. For it can hardly be a question of rejecting writing, which
long since pad secured its place in the world of the poJis, Socrates accords
positive value to two uses: writing may serve as a "note" (hypomoema)

to "remind" us (hypomnesis) of what we must then remember (moeme);
and writing may serve for "play" (paidia) and "holiday" (heorte), drawn
out of everyday necessities into the mental mobi1ity of philosophic leisure
(schole). But he contrasts another sort or discourse (logos), written in the
soul of the hearer, sown there like seed and yielding further "intelligent
words" epistemai logoi) as fruit: the contrast is not only with legitimate
forms ot writing; but equally with speaking, whether casual or cratorical.
The conception of words "written in the soul" returns us to mneme, memory,
and the doctrine of anamnesis, whose essence I would put formulaically as
"knowledge is the ability to dispose at will ot what is know." Writing is
an appropriate image for the relative fixity of what We can always lay
hands 00. But temporality is inherent in such a conception, for it takes
place within the living mem::>ry of a finite human being. And even mGre
in the image of a fruitful or reproductive logos what is at stake is ':the
temporality and sleeping away, which stamp human finitude." Philosophy
is not the possession of wisdom, but its endless quest. As with the images
of spiritual reproduction in the .symposium, we are reminded that "nothing
in the human spirit is a firm possession. everything need the tireless over-
coming of forgetting and the fresh building up of what stays awhile." The
frozen self-identity ot writing effaces the necessity for all human
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knowledge, that it can exist only if it gains a new actuality for itself.
Plato seeks not the frozen repetition of the same but the endless play at
difference.

Gadamer is prepared to ask whether Plato here goes too far, whether
there are not texts - and precisely those which establish for us the idea of

a "text" in an eminent sense - '",hich have their importance in the invio-

lable fixity of their "letter"? Despite the primacy'of unwritten law, Plato

himself finds a role for the written law, to which the judge returns and

which guards against distortion, loose paraphrase, demurrer. Even beyond

the letter lies the unity of sound and sense in poetry. In poetry as in
liturgical language, "growing familiarity" with its fixed form "not only

does not deplete it, but enables it - as the same-to grow ever- richer and

speak to us ever more penetratingly." Plato seems to acknowledge this

when Diotima speaks of laws and poems as the "children" of their creators.

Against Plato's apparent rejection of written works, we must set this

recognition tbat they too can live cn, but also and only in memory: "They
have their existence not in the fixity of dead letters, but in constantly

new application and appropriation, as the same and as ever new and

other." Even the <'fixed" text thus renews its being: "Memory Is the
mother of all the muses."

In interpreting the PhaedruJ, Gadamer thus reasserts his fundamental
insight into Plate. One could express this insight as his insistence on the

form of dialogue and his refusal to separate a systematic "doctrine" from

this form of presentation (as the neo'platonists did). Plato's example permits

Gadamer in TTldh and Method to translate into specifically hermeneutic

terms his analysis of the general structure of experience.I5 The fundamen-
tal negativity of experience. the discovery of one's 0wn finitude which
comes with the realization that a 1bing is not as we first thol\ght it was,
has the form of a question. In Socratic terms, the beginning of inquiry is a
recognition, a knowing that we do not know. Out of the acknowledgment of
one's own ignorance coupled with the desire to know arises the question,
which brings an object into an openness bounded by the horizon of the
question. The formulation of the question r~quires an explicit establishing
of presuppositions. These presuppositions delimit the sense or direction in
which an answer can be m.,:aningful as an answer to this particular question.
But in becoming explicit, they can also themeselves be brought into ques.
tion. The function of the question is, precisely, to make things questionable,
to conceive them as possibilities among other possibilities. By thus opening
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arguments pro and contra, the question leads to knowledge, whose superio-
rity over preconceived opinion is precisdy its awareness of opposed
possibilities. Insofar as answer is held in close relation to question, platonic
dialogue is quintessentially antidogmatic. It does not consist either in the
emergence of dogma nor in the mered isso1ution of received opinion (in
contrast to the sophistic art of confounding opinion by confronting it with
its equally valid opposite). The art of dialogue lies in being able' to go on
questioning in a way that carries both partners along under the guidan.:e of

the topic under consideration. The monotonously repeated "yes's" of Socra-
tes' interlocutors testify to this need to verify that both participants in the
conversation are still together and also, by their very blan:lness, there
"yes's" testify to the necessity that the conversation be led by whatever
is being discussed and not thicken into a mere dramatic clash between
individuals. By no means is the questioner in command, so as merely to
lead his partner to a predetermined conclusion. What the questioner asks
must have been and remain a question for him, and his task is not merely
to pounce on flaws in his respondent's answers, but to bring out whatever
t rtlth they have. The questioner's "art" is "to prevent the suppression of
questions by the dominant opinion" (TM, 330), even if that opinion is his
own. Hence, he willl'eproach an interlocutor for too easy an acquiescence
and even suggest que~tions or answers on his behal f. The process aims to
bring out an opinion and streng chen it through testing so that it over-
comes all opposing argument which attempts to limit its validity. That is
in the give and take of question and answer, no prior opinion is secure,
but rather ideas, concepts are formed as the working out of a common
meaning. This fluidity of thought and language contrasts sharply with the
"rigid form of the state;nent that demands to be set down in writing."
(TM, 331) Against the reduction of poetry and philosophy to a literature
interpreted by the sophists for didactic ends, Plato creates a literary form
which "places language and concepts back within the origin'll movement of
the conversation" and ~o protects words from all dogmatic abuse:' (TM,
332) The textual £Crm of the dialogues thus shows us how we are to take
the thinking they exhibit: as the emerging response to an instigating
question. Dialogue is not simply a pecular1y inefficient way of presenting
a dogmatic system in frustratingly fragmentary glimpses.

In tlJus generalizing from Plato the hermeneutic insight of the priority
of the question, Gadamer is simply drawing the conclusion for theory or
several decades of the interpretation of Plato. In "Dialectic and Sophism
in Plato's Sel,enth Letter,"I6 Gadamer shows how the emerging historical
situation ot platonic interpretation enables us to understand the
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"weakness of the logoi" the Seventh Letteremphasizes. All the means through
which the thing communicates itself to us-words, conceptual elaborations
(logoi), illmtrative figures (eidola), and even insight itself-all are indis-
pensable for true knowledge, and yet none can enforce that knowledge in
another perSOn nor even, de~pite its correctness, be sure of its ability "to
withstand a 'logical' argument which would refute it." (DO, 107) The
dialectical exercise of the ParmenidfS shows that even the dialectical
procedure of concept formation "contains something arbitrary and
uncertain." (DO, 110) It leads Socrates "only to the nf!gative insight that
it is not possible to define an isolated idea purely by itself, and that very
interweaving of the ideas militates against tbe positive conception of a
precise and unequivo::a1 pyramid of ideas." (DO, 110) The multiplicity of
language is not for Plato simply "a .burdensome ambiguity to be eliminated
but an entirety of interrelated aspects of meaning which articulate a field
of knowledge." (DO, 111) Hence the source of aporia is also the source "ot
the euporiawhich we achieve in discourse. He who does not want the one
will have to do without the other" Gadamer continues, "An unequivocal
prrcise coordination of the sign world with the world of facts, i. e., of the
world of which we are the master with the wnrld which we seek to m3ster
by ordering it with signs, is not language. The whole basis of

language and speaking, the very thing which makes it possible, is

ambiguity or 'metaphor,' as the gramn~ar and rhetoric of a later time
will call it." (DO, 111)

Gad()mer comes to a further and, in my view, finally more important

hermeneutic insight, which is the surprising fruit of an interpretative
excursion into the most arid technicalities of platonic doctrine, namely,
number theory ar:d the dialectic of the One and the Many. This is the
final significance of the fact that all the means through which the
thing presents itself are necessarily involved in "the dia1ecti:: of the
image or copy," (DO, 112)-that i<;,in order to present tbe thing, they
must themselves be something, and hence, cannot be the thing they
present. If it therefore "lies in the nature of the means of knowing that

in order to be means they must have something inessential about them,"
and if at the same time we are "always misled into taking that which is
inessential for something essential," then tbe problem is "how a thing can
[ever] be there in what is said in such a way that it is truly there," that
is, "comprehensible and present for me and for you," (DO, 113) We !'1ight
suppose that this happens in everyday experience, V\7hereis constituted a
galidarity unshakable by mere argument: one who tries to refute what
everyone knows would simply make himself ridiculous, a social outcast.
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But as Gadamer says, "Greek culture in the age of sophism,..had gone
tl IJugh the eerie experience that in discussion any insight can be confoun-
ded," not only everyday common sense, but even mathematics. Obviously,

in the "momentous matters of living rightly" (DD, 115), "the knowledge
which we require of one another" is even more endangered. (DD, 116) The
Socratic art of conversing (DD, 117) is certainly intended to resist this
danger of being talked out of one's insightful grasp of such a thing as the
just or the good. But it does not do so simply by forcing a greater methodi-
rigor at argument, but in the only Way possible, namely, by sustaining a
"shared inquiry" which abjures "all contentiousne3s" and all "yielding to
the play of question and answer." (DD, 121) Within that area of mutuality
it is possible to experience "the merging of what is disparate into an
astonishing and transparent unity of many far-reaching implications."
(DD, 119) This euporia, this "felicitous experience of advancing insight"

is the "very dialectic of the One and the Many which establishes the finite
limits of human discourse and insight - and our fruitful situation halfway

between single and multiple meaning, clarity and ambiguity." (DD,119-

120) The unity or whole here, which is ultimately "the whole of reality"
(tes holes ousias, Sev. Let. 344b), "does 110tmean an intact whole of any
specific thing being talked about:' Gadamer stresses. (DD, 117) Rather,
in any insight an entire nexus or web of ideas is involved" (DD, 119), so
that "wbat is, is as the whole of the infinite interrelationship of things,
from which at any given time in discourse and insight ;J.determinate,
partial aspect is 'raised up' and placed in the light of disconcealment,"
(DD, 120) According to Gadamer's interpretation, even the Timaeus shows

how much "this intermediate status defines the mode of being of the
realities of our world" (DD, 120), for the opposition bel;ween the ideas
and the resistance of substance, that is, Necessity, has its origin "not in
cosmology but in dialectic" (DD, 121), that is, in just this dialectic of the
One and the Many Gadamer concludes, "The lab:)r of dialectic, in whiGh
the truth of what is finally fla~hes upon us, is by nature unending and
infinite." (DD, 121)

Gadamer's point is to characterize through the dialectic of the One
and the Many both the formation 01 our undelstanding of what language
offers to our understanding and also the relation of what is understood to
its mu~tiple presentations in the ongoing history of its interpretation. The
language of interpretation is our means of understanding and communica-

tin,~ Gur understanding, and at the same time it is other than what is
understood. It would ue wrong to hypostatize what we seek to understand
as "correct" meaning and to suppose we might have some way of grasping
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it free of the "weakness of the logoi." It would also be wrong to treat as
the end of the matter the experience we all have 1n discourse, namely,
"that any insight can be confounded." (DD, 123) Discourse is the medium
of all interpretation, and we can consequently apply to interpretation,
as Gadamer himse]£ has done, the conclusion he draws from reading Plato's
Sel'eT.thLetter:

Philosophy had to put itself on the very same basis from which the
danger of sophistic verisimilitude arose and therefore finds itself in
the constant company of its shadow, ilophism, As dialectic, philo-
sophy never ceases to be tied to its origin in Socratic discussion.

What is mere talk, nothing but talk, can, however untrustworthy
it may be, still bring about understanding among human beings-
which is to ~ay that it can still make human beings human.
(DD, 123)

The core of the difference between hermeneutics and deconstruction, as I
see it, is whether our relation to tradition is to be understood as a conver-
sation, a relation of question-and-answer, or as "ecriture," a relation of
supplementarity. But it would be entirely alien to Gadamer's hermeneutici
to regard this as a difference that could be synthesized or compromised or
even posed as a choice. The "good will" (eumeneiselenchoi, Sell.Let. 344b)
which is for hermeneutics the cornerstone of all understanding requires
not the defeat of an opposed view, but that it be strengthened until it

yields an insight that cannot be evaded or surpassed and on whose full
acknowledgement the persuasiveness of its apparent opposite in fa:.::t rests
In an exchange with Derrida, Gadamer extended the "rupture" which
for Derrida characterizes writing to the widest applicability in the
experience of "dialogue and dialectic," of coming to an understanding
through language,l7 The partner to a conversation must not attempt to
hold fast to the position which, if he is speaking what he really believes,
constitutes his identity. He must be prepared, as Plato's Seventh Letter

strikingly puts it, to have not just his words, but his soul refuted. As
Gadamer concludes, "One surrenders, oneself, in order to find oneself.
I believe I am in fact not from Derrida when I underscore that one does
not know in advance what that self will be when found." (TI, 61) When

a dance ends, none of the dancers has scored a victory.
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